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future history books as the beginning of the new millennium. As a company. 
we want to move forward with a strong member focus that is based upon 
integrity, value and caring solutions. 
We've been preparing for the new millennium in numerous ways for 
many years - from the tremendous work done to address the technical Y2K 
issues to the important work of refining our corporate direction. As we look 
ahead, it is appropriate to acknowledge the significant contributions of all 
our past and present employees. Thousands of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida employees working throughout the past 56 years have led to our cur­
rent success and helped lay the foundation for our future success. 




Last year in our corporate direction work, we focused on clarifying the 
vision for our health business. This work led us to a vision for the new mil­
lennium that says we will be the industry leader by providing affordable 
health care choices to Floridians. Our emphasis going forward will be on 
choice and affordability. ln this way, we believe we can continue to provide 
our members with the most value for their health care dollar. 
Choice is what health care for the future is all about. We've listened to 
our members and they have told us they want choices in products, physi­
cians, type of care and information for decision-making. 
The products and service we design for the new millennium must take a 
broader view in terms of affordability and take into account all of the health 
care costs our members pay. These costs include out-of-pocket expenses, 
mandated benefits, the cost for benefits and services not covered under a 
particular policy as well as the premiums they pay us. 
As a company, we want to 
move forward with a 
strong member focus that 
is based upon integrity, 
value and 
To achieve our vision and provide practical, real-world solutions that will 
meet the diverse and ever-changing needs of our members, we must make 
significant changes - changes in the way we do business, in the way we 
design products, and in how fast we transform our company. 
While change is never easy, our values can help guide us: Members are 
our reason for being; employees are our number one asset; we respect indi­
viduals and value teamwork; continuous learning and improvement are keys 
to our success; and all of our decisions will be based on our ethical stan­
dards of honesty, fairness and integrity. 
I am enthusiastic about the opportunities ahead for our company's con­
tinued growth and success. Working together, I know we can have a positive 
influence on the evolution of our industry. We can help our members live 
confident, healthy lives - goals truly worthy of a new millennium. ;; 
Sincerely, 
MICHAEL CASCONE, JR. 
PRESIDENT u CEO 





DIRECTOR, YEAR 2000 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT OFFICE, JACKSONVILLE 
The new millennium will be a time of turmoil and confusion in the 
health care industry. Legislative mandates, competitive pressure and rapid­
ly changing market conditions will dramatically affect the way health care 
and member service is delivered throughout the state. 
BCBSF will become a much more customer-focused and market-driven 
company that is challenged by the increasing demands for supporting new 
ways of doing business. Our members will begin to recognize that BCBSF is 
a valued corporate and community citizen that strives to increase member 
value and improve the health care experience. We will continue to grow 
within our respective markets and become a significant player in influenc­
ing the positive outcomes of valued health care legislation. 
DENISE MINEO 
MANAGER OF MARKET DEVELOPMENT, CENTRAL GBU SALES, TAMPA 
I predict extraordinary success for BCBSF in the new millennium. The 
backbone of the BCBSF promise is our people. I believe in the employees I 
work with and in their commitment to improving the performance of the 
company. With that in mind, we can't help but continue to be successful. 
RONA LEVITT. R.N. 
MANAGER, WELLNESS/HEALTH EDUCATION, MIAMI 
It would be presumptuous of me to think I could "predict" the future with 
any degree of certainty. I choose, therefore, to share some thoughts as we 
begin the millennium journey. Our foray into cutting-edge technology gives us 
the hope that we will continue to maintain our place as a trend-setting com­
pany, committed to the delivery of high quality care and service. I would ask 
us, however, to remember that meeting the customer promise and accom­
plishing our goals require interpersonal skills as much as technical expertise. 
The 21st century will see a further integration of wellness, preventive 
and disease management programs. I am encouraged by the strides we have 
made to embrace this more holistic strategy throughout the continuum of 
care we deliver. 
Lastly, I would ask that we all have more fun. Humor is paramount to get­
ting through these challenging times. A hearty laugh is contagious and a giggle 
is good for the soul, so do something nice for a colleague and pass on a smile. 
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ric increase in the number of sites 
I 
ffice (VO) means that more of our 
roviders are discovering the bene-
ing with Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
!SF) in a new and different way. 
a time saver for everything we do 
fays Linda Swetz, practice manager 
�are Center of Arlington. 
1aspects of VO that Swetz appreci­
le improved interaction with BCBSF 
avider focus teams. BCBSF has the 
reps of any insurance company," 
hen we call with questions, we 
· an answer. If they don't know 
ey'II find out and call us back." 
ider Satisfaction 
that we're meeting our VO 
ds, user groups are held at vari­
throughout the state. During 
s, office staff are asked what's 
em and how we can improve 
.t is used to design modifica-
: empowered us to be a part of 
Jt VO," says Swetz. "They ask 
1s we're having and how we 
>e improved. They listen to us 
iur suggestions." 
to the user group meetings, 15 
:onducted last year to assess 
provider satisfaction with VO. "An overwhelming 
majority told us they were very satisfied with VO," 
says Pat Haley, vice president of VO implementa­
tion. "They also tell us they're looking forward to 
more capabilities." In 2000, the delivery of HMO 
claims combined with existing capabilities will lead 
to increased usage and provider satisfaction. 
Even though VO is still in the developmental 
stage, Swetz gives it high marks. "On a scale of 
one to 10, BCBSF is a 10 - absolutely the best," 
says Swetz. "BCBSF is so much further ahead than 
any other insurance company. " 
Currently, provider6 have two way6 ob connecting with 
Virtual OUbice (VO). They can connect through our 6ecured 
internal intranet web 6ite or integrate VO with their practice 
management 6y6tem 6outware. Mo6t providero are connected 
through the intranet web. 
To make it even ea6ier uor providero to u6e VO. the VO 
team i6 working to develop alternative method6 ou connecting 
to VO. 
"We're exploring bu6ine66 alliance6 that would allow U6 to 
ouuer providen a variety ou option6 to connect with VO," 6ayo 
Pat Haley, vice pre6ident au VO implementation. ''Then they can choo6e the 
method that make6 the mo6t 6en6e uor them and their bu6ine66." 
Other connection optiom under con6ideration include acceM via the 
public Internet and development au an interuace engine that will allow 
provider6 to tran6mit to VO through a public electronic clearing hou6e. 
c tives Winter 2000 
2.3-2 and roll the release out in the Southern 
GBU by the end of the year. 
According to Haley, successful development 
and implementation of our online HMO claims 
adjudication capability will put us on the map. 
"We're further along in the development of 
this capability than any insurer in the country," 
says Haley. "This capability will definitely differ­
entiate us from the competition." 
Slattery agrees. "Although other insurers are 
developing technological capabilities, no one is 
packaging it the way we are," he says. 
Other goals for 2000 include implementing 
release 2.3-1 in the Central GBU during the sec­
ond quarter and increasing the number of 
providers and hospitals using VO. The target is 
to have 7,400 physicians and 140 hospitals con­
nected to VO by year's end. 
"We expect to conduct 7 to 8 percent of our 
interactions with providers and hospitals 
through VO by the end of the year, " says Haley. 
"We'll be on the cutting edge of health care tech­
nology and heads above anything offered by our 
competitors here in Florida." ;; 
I WElE'?,�� ER 
Release 1 - Provided basic eligibility and bene­
fit information and medical clearances to a lim­
ited number of provider sites. 
Release 2.1 - Included the same capabilities as 
Release I but gave providers a new way of con­
necting with VO through our secured intranet site. 
Release 2.2 - Delivered capabilities specifical­
ly for the Federal Employee Group. 
Release 2.3.1 - Enhanced eligibility, benefit, 
medical clearance and single point of contact 
capabilities. 
Release 2.3.2 - Will add HMO claims process­
ing and payment. 
Additional releases will extend these capabilities 
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better meet the need6 
ob today'6 workborce. 
Find out what' 6 in 
6 tore bar you. 
Editor: 
BETH L. STAMBAUGH 
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IT,S NOT JUST 
HEALTH CARE 
ANYMORE 
BCBSF provide6 much more than 
health care 6ervice6. See what 
el6e i6 on our product menu. 
BRIGHT 
IDEAS 
FUTURE FOR EC AST: 
INTERVIEWS WITH 
OUR GBU LEADERS 
GBU Leaden 
fmie Brod6ky, 
Pete Burchett and 
Bruce David6on 
6hare their view6 
on what'6 ahead 
tor U6 a6 we. 
enter the new 
millennium. 
VIRTUAL OFFICE 
BECOMES A REALITY 
The year 2000 promi6e6 to be a pivotal year 
tor Virtual Ottice (VO). Bui/dins on la6t 
year'6 6ucceMe6, VO i6 poi6ed to deliver 
new capabilitie6 that will chanse the way 
we interact with providen and memben. 
What do you predict tor BCBSF in the new millennium? 
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THE PAY WE RECEIVE FOR THE WORK WE DO HAS ALWAYS BEEN, AND WILL CONTINUE TO BE, AN 
important factor in our job satisfaction. But there's more to our needs, 
wants and expectations. 
Both company-based and national research shows that paychecks are 
only one factor in attracting and keeping top-notch employees. Recognition 
that our personal life doesn't turn off when we walk through the door is cru­
cial to recruitment and retention. As baby boomers struggle with the 
demands of work, children and aging parents, they are shifting their focus 
from the career ladder and placing much more value on the benefits that 
help them balance work and family. Along with the needs of the boomers 
comes a younger generation that has always lived with - indeed counts on -
change. Also in the mix are single parents, traditional families, singles and 
young marrieds without children, and empty nesters. In short, company ben­
efit packages of the I950s - or even the 1980s - have little draw for today's 
diverse workforce. 
Recognizing that, and building on our reputation as one of the best 
employers in the state, BCBSF is rolling out a benefits package with new pro­
grams and enhancements. 
"We've always been a diverse company," says Paula Labian, senior proj­
ect manager of Employee Benefits Program Development. "Before we were 
Provider focus tean1s (PFTs) are VO 
providers' single-point-of-contact at 
BCBSF. These teams are comprised of 
provider liaisons, provider liaison 
support representatives and medical 
specialists. VO providers simply call 
their PFT when they have questions or 
problems, and members of the team 
resolve the issues for them. 
The major accompliohmento 
reached during 1999 bring the VO team 
clooer to realizing their moot ambitiouo 
and challenging goal tor the year 2000 
- rot/out ou Releaoe 2.3.2 - VO'o online 
HMO claimo proceooing and payment 
capabilitieo. The goal io to complete 
the deoign and build phaoe ot Releaoe 
2.3.2 and roll the releaoe out in the 
Southern GBU by the end ot the year. 
According to Haley, oucceootul 
development and implementation ot 
our onli.ne HMO claimo adjudication 
capability will "put uo on the map." 
"We're uurther along in the develop­
ment ou thio capability than any 
inwrer in the country." oayo Haley. 
"Thio capability will detinitely ditter­
entiate Uo urom the competition.'' 
"Delivering this release to the market was an enormous u 
it was achieved on time and on budget," says Pat Haley, vice 
implementation. 
With this release, providers have access to patient-specif 
including: 
• Patients' benefit description 
• Copay amounts 
• Pre-existing waiting periods 
• Medical clearance processing 
• Unpaid deductible amounts 
• Out-of-pocket (OOP) maximums along with the total OC 
paid by patients. 
With implementation of Release 2.3-1, VO providers were 
cific provider focus team (PFT) that is their single-point-of-cc 
These teams are comprised of provider liaisons, provider liai 
representatives and medical specialists. VO providers simply 
when they have questions or problems, and members of the 
the issues for them. 
"We're combining technological capabilities with the PFT 
ate 'high-touch, high-tech' relationships with providers," say! 
VO project consultant. 
In addition to the successful rollout of Release 2.3,1, the 'v 
achieved another major success by exceeding goals for the n 
providers and hospitals using VO. By the end of the year, 710 
including 83 hospitals and more than 5,000 physicians were 1 
"We're very impressed with the numbers," says Haley. "Tr 
increase exceeded even our most optimistic projections." 
Looking Ahead 
The major accomplishments reached during 1999 bring th 
er to realizing their most ambitious and challenging goal for 
rollout of Release 2.3,2 - VO's online HMO claims processing 
capabilities. The goal is to complete the design and build phc 
CONTINUE 
per•spec•t1ves W 




'AR 2000 PROMISES TO BE A PIVOTAL YEAR FOR VIRTUAL 
Office (VO) and Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida (BCBSF). Building on the successes of 
1999, VO is poised to deliver capabilities this year 
that will truly change the way we interact with 
our providers and members. 
VO - the largest initiative ever undertaken by 
BCBSF - combines state-of-the-art technology 
with improved processes. Through VO, BCBSF is 
placing information and capabilities directly in 
providers' offices so they have instant access to 
the information they need when they need it. The 
company is also simplifying and streamlining 
administrative processes, making it easier for 
providers to care for our members. These capabil­
ities are being rolled out in a series of "releases," 
each of which builds on previous deliveries. 
"VO is already beginning to deliver on its 
promise of transforming the way we do business," 
says Dudley Mendheim, senior vice president of 
Capability Development. "We're seeing improve­
ments in our relationships with providers, the 
efficiency of our operations, and our members' 
health care experience." 
1999 Brings Major Successes 
During 1999, the VO team achieved its most 
significant successes to date. A major milestone 
was reached with the October rollout of Release 
2.3.1 in the North and South Geographic Business 
Units. Release 2.3.1 provides a higher level of eli­
gibility, benefit and medical clearance informa­
tion and gives VO providers a single-point-of-con­
tact at BCBSF. 
II .... 
Recruitment 
culturally diverse. Now we're also generationally diverse with the baby 
boomers and the new generation of workers. As we meet the changing 
needs of our workforce, we want to sustain performance but we also 
recognize the importance of helping employees balance work and life." 
One of the keys is a comprehensive benefits package that offers 
flexibility to help attract new employees and retain current ones. 
Recruitment and retention are critical to success because we - the 
employees making everyday decisions on the job - are the company. 
"This is a customer-focused business," says Kathy Orr, vice president of 
Human Resources Program Development and Consulting. "We can auto­
mate certain processes but it comes down to how we care for our mem­
bers and knowing how to deliver that care. Doing that can't be auto­
mated - it requires a workforce of caring, capable people." 
The 3-2 percent unemployment rate makes the job market 
extremely competitive, so finding and keeping good people is more 
challenging than ever. 
and retention are And we're not cheap to replace. National studies show that turnover costs range from 75 percent to 150 percent of an 
employee's salary, depending on the position. So a compre­
hensive benefits package, which costs an additional 38 per­
cent to 40 percent of our pay, can be very cost efficient. 
This year the company will roll out new benefits that 
reflect the complex mix of our needs, wants and expecta­
tions. But addressing our needs and expectations requires a 
thorough understanding of who we are. 
critical to success 
because we - the 
employees making 
everyday decisions 
on the job - are 
"Research can give you the insight you need to anticipate 
the needs of our employees before they even know what those 
needs might be," says Orr. "It's much like the minivan. No one told 
Chrysler, What I want is a minivan.' They said, 'I don't want to drive 
this big van around, but I need more than the old station wagon.' Chrysler 
created the minivan - and everyone said, 'That's it!'" 
the company. 
Working with employee focus groups, Human Resources designed our new 
benefits program based on its efforts to understand our diverse workforce. 
'The new generation of employees works hard, but they also value balance 
between their personal lives and work," Orr says. "They are more mobile and 
more interested in being rewarded for the risks they take. The baby boomers 
tend to seek stability and long-term employment with a company. 
"Employees have been telling us they want more flexibility, choice and 
shared accountability for their benefits decisions. Our new package does that." 
REWARD 
& RECOGNITION 
The "total reward" concept extends beyond 
pay and benefits to include recognition, work 
environment and employee development. 
Recognition by managers and colleagues for 
a job well done is also important and con­
tributes to job satisfaction. Formal recognition 
programs reward good work or an extra effort 
more immediately than a merit increase or 
incentive bonus. They may entail a note of 
appreciation, a certificate of award or some 
small gift, such as movie tickets, but the recogni­
tion itself is the important factor. 
� 
In late 1999, a new portable pension plan 
called a pension equity plan and an enhanced 
401(k) was introduced for employees joining the 
company on or after Oct. 1, 1999. The new retire­
ment plan options give employees more choice 
and flexibility in planning for retirement. In the 
first half of 2000, employees who have been with 
the company prior to Oct. 1, 1999, will be given 
the option of choosing between the existing pen­
sion and 401(k) plan and the new ones. 
"Our current pension plan is wonderful for 
our employees who have been here a long time. 
But many of our new workers are more mobile," 
Labian says. "These employees tell us that they 
want retirement benefits that are portable and 
easy to understand. And, many employees have 
told us they want better matches in their 401(k) 
plan and more flexibility and personal control 
over their retirement investments. 
'We have not terminated the pension plan. 
There is still only one pension plan that is funded 
by the company," says Labian. "The new option 
introduces a new benefit formula to calculate pen­
sion benefits. The formula is easier to understand 
and employees can calculate the value of the ben­
efit at any time, using a simple method. And, like 
the traditional pension, the pension equity uses 
final average pay to calculate the benefit. 
CONTINUE:D ON N[XT PAGE: 
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Unlike the traditional retirement pension, 
which you can't access until you are age 55, the 
pension equity plan is portable. Once vested, an 
employee can take the benefit as a lump sum 
whenever he or she leaves the company. The 
lump sum can be rolled over to a qualified plan or 
an IRA, where the individual can have greater 
direction over the retirement fund. 
"To encourage employees to take greater con­
trol of their retirement, each of the pension plans 
is paired with a 401(k) plan." noted Labian. 
"Together these retirement options provide com­
petitive packages to help our employees prepare 
for a secure financial future." 
Beginning in March, extensive educational ses­
sions will be held statewide, led by licensed finan­
cial planners. Personalized retirement planning 
kits will be sent to employees to help them make 
an informed decision. 
T I M E  O F F 
""'"""' To help us balance work and life, the company 
is moving away from the current system for vaca­
tion, sick days and paid personal time off. In 
March 2000, the company will combine paid per­
sonal leave with vacation and the two floating 
holidays into a pool of paid time off. 
"Employees have said they want us to give 
them more responsibility for determining how to 
use their days off. They know what work has to be 
done," Labian says. "With this 'bucket of time,' it 
will be up to employees and the manager to work 
out the schedule that works best for the employee 
and the department." 
P R O F ES S I O � L  
D EV E LO P M E N 
Professional development is critical to each of 
us and can be as diverse as we are as a group. 
Some of us attend seminars. Others take in-house 
offerings or enroll in "BCBSF University" on the 
Intranet. Or we might be pursuing a college degree. 
The company rolled out its Education 
Investment Program in 1999 that links tuition 
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reimbursement to a professional development 
plan aligning personal and corporate objectives. 
We benefit from the company's investment in 
our education, and the company benefits from 
having employees better educated in a program 
that supports our business needs. 
Reimbursement is based on state tuition fees 
according to the grade earned: 100 percent for 
an A or B; 80 percent for a C. 
Under the new program, Orr says, we'll work 
with managers to establish performance objec­
tives for employees and lay out a professional 
development plan. As the business evolves, new 
competencies will be required. For example, with 
Business Transformation, the company will 
need to re-deploy and re-develop many 
of us in new competencies and skills. 
BCBSF's long-standing Management 
Development Program - MD I, II and III -
has been streamlined and overhauled to 
reflect the needs of the new workforce, says 
George Cassady, vice president of Organization 
Development u Planning. All officers have par­
ticipated in Phase I of a new Leadership 
Development Program, which rolled out in 
October. Managing and leading require different 
skills, but both are important. 
" In our company you can't separate the two," 
Cassady says. "But there is a difference, and it's 
extremely important for management to under­
stand when they're in the manager role and 
when they're in a leadership role." 
Managers bring order through planning, prob­
lem solving, staffing and organizing. Those are 
activities that can be delegated. Leaders set direc­
tion and align people behind the vision and direc­
tion of the company, which can't be delegated. 
"The leader can share them, but he or she has 
to actively behave that leadership role out," he 
says. "They have to make it real for employees, 
so it's tangible to them." 
The old MD program focused on management, 
leadership, communication, problem solving and 
goal setting. The new program covers those but 
emphasizes leadership and business knowledge 
through updated modules. The modules and new 
delivery techniques will streamline the program as 
it rolls out to managers. 
D E P E N D E N T C A R E , 
L O N G -T E R M  C A R E  
In the past, BCBSF offices were too spread out 
to provide cost-effective child and elder care pro­
grams. With the new Deerwood campus in 
Jacksonville and growth throughout the GBUs, the 
company is now able to proceed with development 
of a comprehensive dependent care program. 
"Our Jacksonville-based employees have more 
than 1,600 children under the age of five - and 
we have 2,200 corporate-wide," Labian says. 
"With a better understanding of our employee 
demographics, our plans are to implement a pilot 
dependent care program within the next year." 
In addition, the company will be offering 
employees long-term care insurance this year. 
� 0 K I N G  
A H E A D  
There's more in store. Orr says we'll see more 
automation in delivery of benefits, such as using 
the Intranet to update benefit selection during 
open enrollment, change of address, marital status 
or number of dependents. The company is also 
examining expansion of alternative work arrange­
ments that have done well in pilot programming, 
such as telecommuting and job-sharing. 
The changes the company experienced in the 
last decade emphasized structure and process, 
according to Cassady. And they formed the foun­
dation for our work in the new millennium. 
"We're not just focused on the technical 
aspect. The people are what cause it to happen," 
Cassady says. "When our senior leaders deliber­
ate on these change initiatives - whether for 
training, education, tools, technology or benefits 
- part of the analysis is thinking through their 
implications for our human systems. We rely on 
our people to take care of our members. As our 
President and CEO Mike Cascone says, we're a 
'customer first' business." 
And on page two of this issue, President and 
CEO Mike Cascone names the No. 1 asset of our 
customer-first business: "our employees." ;; 
f.fED l CARE 
Di v ers i fi e d  S ervi c e  Opt i on s 
lAU NCHE S TWO NEW C OMPAN1£ S 
BCBSF also diversifies through Diversified 
Service Options, Inc, (DSO) a wholly owned sub­
sidiary created to hold BCBSF's traditional 
Medicare business. DSO presently owns 100 per­
cent of First Coast Service Options, Inc. (FCSO) 
and 50 percent of TriCenturion, LLC (TriC). 
FCSO, a for-profit, Florida corporation, began 
operating Jan. 1, 1999. The company focuses on 
the administration of the traditional Medicare 
program. FCSO is Florida's primary Medicare 
carrier for Medicare Part B, serves as a Medicare 
Part A fiscal intermediary and performs a wide 
variety of systems maintenance and support 
services for the federal government and other 
Medicare contractors. 
FCSO processes almost 56 million Medicare 
claims a year, responds to more than 2.5 million 
customer inquiries and issues approximately 
$9 billion in Medicare benefits to providers and 
beneficiaries. The company was recognized 
recently for its innovative outreach and educa­
tional programs and for its program safeguard 
activities which help maintain the integrity of 
the Medicare program. FCSO was nominated for 
the Hammer Award, which is presented by the 
Vice President of the United States for achieve­
ments in reinventing government. 
In 1999 FCSO won several new contracts to 
perform systems work for the Health Care 
Financing Administration (HCFA) and TRW, an 
international systems firm. This new business 
contributed significantly to DSO's consolidated 
net income of more than $2 million for 1999 and 
helped expand the company's customer base. 
TriC, a for-profit Delaware corporation, is 
owned equally by DSO and the South Carolina 
Plan's traditional Medicare subsidiary. The com­
pany, created to pursue Medicare Integrity 
Program contracts, was selected by the federal 
government in May 1999 to be one of 13 compa­
nies nationwide focusing on combating Medicare 
fraud, waste and abuse. TriC won its first con­
tract in November 1999 and plans to actively 
pursue additional contracts in 2000. 
"DSO had a very good first year," says Curtis 
Lord, President and CEO of DSO and FCSO. "Our 
employees met the start-up challenges of both 
FCSO and TriC and made 1999 a year of which we 
are extremely proud," says Lord. "We still have a 
lot to learn and experience in our transition to a 
for-profit, growth-oriented company" explains 
Lord. "Our goal," he adds, "is to continue to be a 
good investment for our owner, BCBSF." 
Selecting the appropriate line: 
diversification requires a keen ey 
on a company's existing strength! 
passed a law requiring businesse! 
aged care arrangement in their w 
grams effective in 1997. 
"Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florie 
build provider networks," says Gar� 
ident of Workers' Compensation, "s 
for us to enter the workers' comp n 
law requiring businesses to providE 
option was passed." Large group cu 
asking for the product, according t< 
The company began offering v 
products to companies in 1997 th, 
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which serves the needs of self- in 
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services only (ASO) to fully-insun 
Comp Options currently has morE 
tomers and names like Wal-Mart, 
and Miami Beaches Mt. Sinai Med 
among some of !A's largest custor 
grown from covering 6,000 cover 
to 95,000 by year-end 1999. 
"Wal-Mart is an example of our 
- to strengthen relationships we ct 
our large health care customers," e 
Workers' Comp is continuing to we 
National Accounts division to deve 
relationships with existing large gri 
Leveraging relationships with e 
to cross-sell additional products is 
Myers predicts will be more preva 
"I foresee a time when customers , 
one BCBSF sales person who will b 
of our products - health care, wor 
short-term disability, dental - to n 
tamer's health care needs," says M 
provide our customers with great < 
protect them from excessive costs 
Liptak agrees. "We see a possib 
certain lines of business," he says. 
disability, workers' comp and healt 
we could provide '24-hour coverage 
price to our customers. By selling t 
a package, they could be combined 
packaged offering." This is still in tt 
stage, but Liptak is encouraged. 
"In time, with technology and 
changes, this type of integration \ 
and we will be in a good position 
kind of one-stop-shopping." ;; 
p e r • s p e c • t i v e s  
d Comp Options. "With increased 
lation and intervention in the 
lustry, our diversified l ines put 
;ition to survive as a company. " 
ned Life (FCL) was establ ished as 
;ubsidiary of BCBSF in 1988. I ts 
·ovide ancil lary products, such as 
j other pre-tax programs, to our 
�mbers. BCBSF created FCL 
)any was not permitted to sell 
::ler Blue Cross Blue Shield 
ations. 
was to develop deeper relation­
)up customers by providing more 
," says Liptak. "This enhances 
1 our customers and hopefully, 
� loyal .  I n  addition, we were able 
apabil i ties and provide new 
employees to gain experience in 
; iness. " 
>vides four primary product l ines: 
;ation; group l ife and disabi l ity 
insurance; and long-term care, all 
sold on a stand-alone basis in 
sold as an anci l lary product along 
The company currently has $70 
rect revenue, with a goal of 
ne of business to generate a total 
t direct revenue by 2003. 
1d l ike a lofty goal , but the growth 
; shows signs of promise. Dental is 
nost requested employee benefit 
according to Charles Brody, vice 
l v e s  W i n t e r  z. o o o  
Dental is now the 
second-most requested 
employee benefit after 
health care . An 
Associated Press news 
article reports that the 
percentage of companies 
providing dental benefits 
rose to 54 percent this 
year from 49 percent in 
1 998 . However, only 
60 percent of Florida's 
residents actuallv have 
.J 
dental insurance . 
president of the Dental Division for FCL. An 
Associated Press news article reports that the per­
centage of companies providing dental benefits 
rose to 54 percent this year from 49 percent in 
1998. However, only 60 percent of Florida's resi­
dents actually have dental insurance. 
"We have a real opportunity in front of us , "  
says Brody, "And we are in  a great position to 
leverage our existing sales network which already 
has relationships with our health care members . "  
BCBSF has sold dental as  an ancillary benefit to 
health care since 1983. It was priced and sold as an 
additional benefit. With the growth in this market, 
the company decided to separate Dental in 1997 
and make it a stand-alone division under FCL. 
In addition to the Dental Assistance Plan it had 
offered for years, FCL now offers Blue Dental 
Choice, a PPO; Blue Dental Care, a prepaid plan; and 
Blue Dental Classic, a traditional indemnity product. 
Although Dental uses BCBSF's existing sales net­
work, the division is currently hiring dental sales 
representatives to work with agents to sell dental 
products to customers who are not BCBSF members. 
"We expect our PPO (Blue Dental Choice) to 
generate about 80 percent of our business. We are 
working to develop a comprehensive network -
we have about 2, 800 dentists in our network now 
and plan to have 3, 500 by the end of the year. " 
Liptak also sees opportunity for increasing 
sales of our long-term care product. FCL began 
sel l ing l i fe and disabil i ty insurance to employer 
group customers in 1 988 and the premium base 
has grown to over $40 mil l ion, establ ishing FCL as 
one of the leading companies for group l i fe insur­
ance in the state. 
Today, long-term care i s  typically sold as an 
indemnity product to our customers who have 
our Over 65 health care products. FCL is currently 
developing a "career agency organization" that 
will start in  Jacksonvi l le before rol l ing out 
statewide which will sell our long-term care 
products as a stand-alone product. 
"The product l ines are moving toward man­
aged care which fits neatly into BCBSF's primary 
capabi l i ty within the Florida market, " explains 
Liptak. Long-term care through FCL wil l  be avai l ­
able to BCBSF employees and their fami l ies 
beginning in second-quarter 2000. 
Wit. h  the tum ot the 
centu ry. our eyeo can­
n ot help but tocuo on 
the tuture. The h ealth 
care induo try taceo 
challengeo brought on 
by ever- increaoing gov­
ernment regulation, 
heightened competi­
tion and  a techn ologi­
cal revolution that wil l  
torce companieo to 
operate in a vaotly dib­
terent environment. 
Perspectives oat  
down with the  leadero 
ob each Geographic 
Buo ineoo Un it  (GB U) -
[mie Brodoky, North; 
Pete Burchett, Centra l; 
and Bruce Davidoan, 
South - to diocuM 
what the tuture may 
hold tor the hea lth 
care induotry and  
what each GBU i o  
doing to  compete in  
the yea r 2000  a nd 
beyond. 
Q U EST I O N :  
Q U ESTI O N :  
Look into your cryMal Brodsky: I n  10  years, the industry could be completely d i fferent. 
ball. What do you People will sti l l  need care, but that care might not necessari ly be hands-
predict the health on, physical intervention. It could be technological, l ike diagnosis and 
care market will be treatment (even surgery) from a remote place. The whole way care is del iv-
l ike in to year6 ? ered will become more effic ient. 
What about brom a 
Davidson: Health care companies wil l  focus more on back-end moni­
toring of providers. We wi l l  be counsel ing and advising them, rather than 
getting involved up front in activities l ike pre-authorization and pre-certifi­
cation. Also, medical qual i ty will be measured more effectively, and con­
sumers will have much more information about the qual i ty of their health 
care. Hospital outcomes for open heart surgery and infection rates are 
available now. They are just not readily avai lable to the public. If I had a 
heart condition, I would want to make sure that my physician and hospital 
had the very best records for treating heart patients. Most of that informa­
tion will be on the I nternet, and it will influence who we select as our 
providers and how we market our network. Also, most communications 
with employer groups and members wil l  be done over the I nternet. 
Brodsky: No doubt, e-commerce capabi l i ties will be a sign ificant 
dimension of the health care industry. The Internet has an infin ite capaci ty 
for economy, efficiency and understanding - not just sell ing products, but 
in dealing with education, monitoring and even care management, moni­
toring vital signs l ike heart rate, symptoms and conditions. 
Burchett: In the near fu ture, we wil l see more of what we have seen 
competitive Mandpoint? recently - consol idation - the reduction in our major competitors 
Where do you 6ee the through acquisition. There will be two or three competitors in each of the 
induMry going? 
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CENTRAL BUSINESS UNIT 
Q U EST !  0 N :  What attribute6 will 
health care plan6 
need to 6ucceM�ully 
compete in the 
�uture? 
E R N I E  B RODSKY 
NORTH BUSINESS UNIT 
major markets, with a few niche players. 
Looking out 10 years - that scares me - what with regulatory require­
ments and the legislative climate. A number of our national competitors are 
bailing out of segments like Medicare risk and small groups because of regu­
lation and cost. 
Davidson: Employers will no longer pay as much for health care benefits 
and they will move to a defined contribution approach. That's where each 
employee receives so many dollars per month and uses the money to pur­
chase their health care plan. Some large employers already offer employees 
a choice of two or three plans. With a defined contribution approach, health 
care plans will have to compete for every employee, marketing to the indi­
vidual rather than the employer. 
Burchett: If we are not allowed to offer good basic coverage without the 
bells and whistles, many small businesses may no longer be able to provide 
health benefits. Florida has more mandated benefits and mandated 
providers than any other state, and these mandates are driving up costs. If 
special interest groups continue to be successful in having additional bene­
fits mandated, it could create pressure for a single payor system - one 
national health care system like Medicare. 
Burchett: We are going to have to be very flexible and adaptable, par­
ticularly in the way we approach certain segments of the market. National 
competitors can pull out of a segment and go on with their business. Florida 
is our only market and we have to find a way to make ourselves available to 
all segments of the population to succeed. 
Davidson: We will need to utilize e-commerce, be nimble with our infor­
mation systems and able to use information to help provide excellent indi­
vidual member service. 
Brodsky: Clearly, to be competitive in the future, we must continue our 
investment in technology. Virtual Office (VO), for example, is just the tip of 
the iceberg. 
Davidson: In my personal encounters with service companies I use, I 
always get the answer I need when I call customer service - even on a 
Sunday. Currently we (and our industry competitors) don't provide that type 
• • 
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"With increased government 
regulation and intervention 
in the managed care industry, 
our diversified lines put us in 
a better position to survive as 
a company. " 
- WAlJER llPJAK 
VICE PRESIDENT OF DIVERSIFIED BUSINESS AND PRESIDENT OF 
FLORIDA COMBINED LIFE AND COMP OPTIONS 
' . 
1 -
wider range of offerings to custor 
ing more and more mainstream. l 
purchase securities through your 
oftyou
.
r r d drryY,) cleaning at the grace 
ge�hrough your ATM. 
Diversification is more than a 
customers with multiple products 
nvenient outlet, it's the way srr 
�olstering their bottom lines , 
their risk. 
Not surprisingly, Blue Cross ar 
of Florida is providing much mon 
care products. Workers' compens 
ance, dental products, life insura, 
istering programs for the federal 
just some ways the company is di 
traditional product lines. 
"Beside serving customers bet 
ing a profit to our parent compan 
diversified lines of business posit 
ny so we are not solely reliant or 
products," explains Walter Liptak 
of Diversified Business and presic 
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Q U EST!  0 N :  What are your GBU'6 Davidson: In the South GBU our goals are growth, profit and improved 
Q U ESTI O N :  
top three goal6 uor the member service. Plan is showing a 5 percent growth in membership, but I 
year 2 0 0 0  and how think we will come in around 8 percent. The market has consolidated, so 
do you plan to we have an opportunity to pick up good business. Agents see us as stable, 
achieve them? with a good network. They know we are an honorable company. But we 
have to shed our image as being bureaucratic and hard to do business 
with. As for profitability, the re-contracting we are doing with physicians 
will cut out waste and unnecessary expense. 
Burchett: We need to retain good business, grow profitably and 
improve our Medicare G More performance. We have had unbelievable 
growth in Medicare G More - a 25,000 net gain of members or 2 1/z times 
plan. But in 1999 the product was not profitable. We have had to add a 
premium and make benefit changes in the seven counties where we offer 
Medicare G More. It is too early to tell what the fallout is from those 
changes. We are just now starting to see sales results for January, but have 
not yet seen terminations. We do expect to lose significant membership in 
Pasco County where a $50 monthly premium is being coupled with a sub­
stantial network change. 
Our growth in 1999 put a lot of pressure on Operations. We need to 
improve member service. In the areas where we are increasing our business, 
we also need the right kind of providers and type of service to meet members' 
needs. Sales and medical have to work together to improve our networks. 
Brodsky: We are looking at a net gain of more than 12,000 contracts 
for 2000. A healthy component of that membership increase will come 
from Medicare G More, but we also continue our focus on the small- to 
medium-sized business. Our market share and profitability goals greatly 
depend on achieving our third goal, which is organizational effectiveness. 
We must realize the benefits of the various Business Transformation initia­
tives - re-contracting, product simplification and VO. 
How can empLoyee6 Davidson: Everything we do - from sales, to medical cost management, 
help reach tho6e goal6? to member service - involves teamwork. People need to understand how 
their role supports our members and contributes to our success. 
Brodsky: The organization redesign work we implemented three years 
ago that created the GBU structure served to give employees a clear line of 
sight between what we are doing and the customer. As a group we must 
respect our colleagues, value our work force, bring high integrity and hon­
esty to our work, continue to learn and improve and embrace diversity in 
every way. If we act on those values, we will look and behave differently. 
Burchett: Our employees have to be dedicated to getting the job done, 
so that members feel they are getting value for their dollar. We have a ter­
rific staff of dedicated, caring people. Together, we can do it. GI 
Q U ESTI O N :  
T E C H N O LO G Y 
I 
What i6 your GBU 
doing today that will 
help U6 prepare uor 
the tuture? 
Clearly, to be competitive in the future 
we must continue our investment in 
technology. Virtual Office is just the tip 
of the iceberg.  
- fRN.lE BRODS.KY 
of service. Too often our members are put on hold or given another tele­
phone number to call to get their answer. As customers receive better serv­
ice from other industries, they will be less inclined to accept poor customer 
service from their health care plan. Those health plans that provide excellent 
customer service will be light years ahead of the others and BCBSF has to be 
the vanguard. Also, we have to make our products and services simpler. VO 
and product simplification are key initiatives to help us do that. 
Brodsky: We have to understand what creates value for members and 
deliver on that. We can't just be an intermediary. We have got to deliver 
more than satisfaction. If members are just satisfied, they will leave us for 
a better deal. We need to create loyalty. You can't have loyalty without 
satisfaction. But you can have satisfaction without loyalty. The question is: 
How do we create loyalty? Loyalty comes through honesty, caring, trust 
and providing a high level of service. We will need to provide a differenti­
ating value - not one that just anybody can offer. We say that we care, but 
is that what our behavior is communicating? As a company, we have to 
"live" our values. 
Brodsky: From a market development perspective, we have segmented 
the North GBU into discreet markets, identified product preferences in 
those areas and our pricing targets so we can develop the care system to 
support that product. 
Burchett: We want to sell the right products to the right segments 
through the right channels. So, in the Central GBU, we are taking a look at 
our distribution channels and how we sell our products. 
As a company, I think we all agree that our Business Transformation ini­
tiatives are key to preparing for the future. Late in 2000 we will begin 
rolling out Virtual Office Release 2.3.2. This online claims adjudication 
process is a critical capability. 
Davidson: Certainly, YO is our step into the future - a differentiator. 
VO will significantly reduce costs, make information easily accessible and 
help develop closer relationships with providers. 
In south Florida we also are changing relationships with our physicians 
in ways that will provide better care for our members. For example, unlike 
other specialists, orthopedists in our network are not capitated (they 
aren't paid a set fee for each member). They are paid on a fee-for-service 
basis. But we are augmenting their services by providing technical advice 
to them, making sure they are using best practices. We don't deny care; the 
treatment decision is in the hands of the physician. It is more of a collegial 
approach, rather than a "mother may I" approach. 
Brodsky: In the North GBU, we are continuing to improve physician rela­
tionships in a very difficult environment. Nevertheless, there is a critical dif­
ference between being the best of the bad guys vs. being someone that 
physicians want to do business with. Right now we seem to be the former. 
Our care management teams and illness and disease management activ­
ities together with a growing Virtual Office presence provide a higher level 
of service and benefit to our members and providers, while managing the 
cost of care in a responsible manner. 
We also have come through hospital re-contracting with no network 
changes and with contractual arrangements that will enable us to be more 
competitively priced and will potentially enhance earnings. 
In north Florida we enjoy a very good market share position. We have 
to retain that business. We have been able to retain a high percentage of 
our business over the past few years. 
CONTTNUCD ON Nl:XT PAGC 
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Q U EST I O N :  Cach GB U 6erve6 an 
area diver6e brom 
the other6. What 
Burchett: The Central GBU probably has the most diverse health care 
market in the state. Geographically we are very large - 23 counties with 
seven million people, or about 40 to 45 percent of Florida's population. 
opportunitie6 exiM In Orlando and Tampa there is significant provider competition. 
that are unique to Orlando, for example, has three large hospital systems. The resulting com-
your GBU and how are petition has at times allowed us to work better arrangements with these 
D I VERS I -n 
you developing tho6e 
opportunitie6? 
There is an increasing Latin influence 
in central Florida . Tampa has a large 
Hispanic population, and Orlando 1s 
experiencing the fastest-growing 
I Iispanic population in the United 
States . The challenge for us will be how 
to access and meet the needs of the 
Hispanic market . 
- PHE BURCHETT 
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providers, benefiting our members. However, we also have a significant 
number of one-hospital or one-medical group towns. In some areas of 
Brevard County, for example, there are limited health care choices at the 
provider level that make it difficult to put together a good network. 
To better address our numerous and very different healthcare markets, 
we have organized our GBU into Service Area Teams (SATs). These teams, 
comprised of both sales and medical staff, are charged with developing 
strategy and specific tactics to better develop our network capabilities and 
to meet the expectations of our members. 
Davidson: Miami is an international city. Obviously, in south Florida 
we have a senior population that is significant, a large Hispanic popula­
tion, as well as snowbirds. 
We have worked hard to develop Hispanic communications, and our 
diverse workforce reflects the community around us. A good number of 
our members need a Spanish-speaking person on the line, so many, 
although not all, of our customer service representatives are bilingual. 
Burchett: There is an increasing Latin influence in central Florida, too. 
Tampa has a large Hispanic population, and Orlando is experiencing the 
fastest-growing Hispanic population in the United States. The challenge for 
us will be how to access and meet the needs of the Hispanic market. 
In Florida, 98 percent of all businesses have less than 50 employees. 
While in the Central GBU, we do have a number of large private enterpris­
es - U.S. Sugar, Tropicana, Publix, Florida Power 6 Light, Discount Auto 
and A Duda 6 Sons - we are predominantly populated by small service 
industry companies. Since these small businesses are our mainstay, it is 
imperative, if we want to survive, to continue to develop new approaches 
to providing affordable, quality, healthcare. 
Davidson: In south Florida most of the large employers are in the gov­
ernment sector and as a result, we have very few large, non-government 
employers. It is essential, therefore, for us to be a market leader in the 
small- to medium-sized employer market. 
Brodsky: The dominant product in north Florida has historically been 
our PPO. The size of our PPO membership has a lot to do with the fact that 
the State Employee Group, with large employee populations in Tallahassee 
and Gainesville, is a PPO plan. Additionally, we enjoy significant PPO 
enrollment throughout the Panhandle and in the northeast. 
For the future, we see choice as an important attribute. There is little 
pricing difference between the HMO and PPO in north Florida. Having a 
strong PPO product that offers choice but is still affordable is an advan­
tage. Big business is ceasing to see the value in an HMO's additional 
administrative costs. The PPO serves us well because it is relatively com­
petitive. It provides wide access and is an established product. The compa­
ny plans to take choice to the next level and develop a whole new genera­
tion of affordable product offerings that will empower members to make 
informed choices regarding their benefits, health care providers and the 
services they receive. 
Q U EST !  0 N :  juM a6 there are 
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opportunitie6 unique 
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Burchett: The Central GBU was faced with a tremendow 
when we reorganized into the GBU structure. The old Centre 
Coast regions grew up with different approaches, particular! 
ical side. We continue to work toward bringing consistency · 
things across the GBU. 
Handling our significant growth also has been a challeng1 
the increased demand on service. Providing our members w: 
they want has been a strain, despite the fact that we have d1 
of the Tampa call center to 200 employees from 100 just two 
Davidson: We continue to see resistance to managed can 
and north of Broward. A year and a half ago we reconstructed 
network and now we are creating new arrangements with car, 
orthopedists and oncologists. We're also taking a variable api: 
primary care physicians (PCPs) requiring those who are unnec 
ring to specialists to move to a fee-for-service reimbursement 
Brodsky: Our industry is under siege. When we look at t 
are seen, we are not up there with Disney. The managed can 
or near the bottom of the list. Furthermore, industry challen 
increase significantly because there is an election next Nove 
challenges will come from those who have historically been 
as those who have historically been our friends. 
In the North GBU, first, we must protect our market shan 
counties where we have a significant presence and continue 
away" in those areas where we have significant growth pote1 
we have to continue our focus on managing our health care 
ensuring acceptable access. We will see activity both in the , 
cialty care and drug expenses. Finally, with the increasing vc 
in the Medicare+Choice market, we must closely monitor our 
ensure effectiveness and compliance. 
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Burchett: The Central GBU probably has the most diverse health care 
market in the state. Geographically we are very large - 23 counties with 
seven mi l l ion people, or about 40 to 45 percent of Florida's population. 
In  Orlando and Tampa there is significant provider competition. 
Orlando, for example, has three large hospital systems. The resulting com­
petition has at times a l lowed us to work better arrangements with these 
providers, benefiting our members. However, we also have a significant 
number of one-hospital or one-medical group towns. In  some areas of 
Brevard County, for example, there are l imited health care choices at the 
provider level that make it difficult to put together a good network. 
To better address our numerous and very different healthcare markets, 
we have organized our GBU into Service Area Teams (SATs). These teams, 
comprised of both sales and medical staff, are charged with developing 
strategy and specific tactics to better develop our network capabi l ities and 
to meet the expectations of our members. 
Davidson: Miami is  an international city. Obviously, in south Florida 
we have a senior popu lation that is significant, a large H ispanic popula­
tion, as wel l  as snowbirds. 
We have worked hard to develop H ispanic communications, and our 
diverse workforce reflects the community around us. A good number of 
our members need a Spanish-speaking person on the l ine, so many, 
a lthough not a l l ,  of our customer service representatives are bi l ingual .  
Burchett: There is  an increasing Latin influence in central Florida, too. 
Tampa has a large Hispanic population, and Orlando is experiencing the 
fastest-growing H ispanic population in the United States . The chal lenge for 
us wi l l  be how to access and meet the needs of the H ispanic market. 
In  Florida, 98 percent of a l l  businesses have less than 50 employees. 
Whi le in the Central GBU,  we do have a number of large private enterpris­
es - U.S .  Sugar, Tropicana, Publix, Florida Power Ei Light, D iscount Auto 
and A Duda Ei Sons - we are predominantly populated by smal l  service 
industry companies. S ince these small businesses are our mainstay, i t  is 
imperative, i f  we want to survive, to continue to develop new approaches 
to providing affordable, qual i ty, healthcare. 
Davidson: In south Florida most of the large employers are in the gov­
ernment sector and as a result, we have very few large, non-government 
employers . I t  is essential , therefore, for us to be a market leader in the 
smal l- to medium-sized employer market. 
Brodsky: The dominant product in north Florida has historical ly been 
our PPO. The size of our PPO membership has a lot to do with the fact that 
the State Employee Group, with large employee populations in Tal lahassee 
and Gainesvi l le, is a PPO plan. Additional ly, we enjoy s ignifi cant PPO 
enro l lment throughout the Panhandle and in the northeast. 
For the future, we see choice as an important attribute. There is l ittle 
pricing difference between the HMO and PPO in north Florida. Having a 
strong PPO product that offers choice but is sti l l  affordable is an advan­
tage. Big business is ceasing to see the value in an HMO's additional 
administrative costs. The PPO serves us wel l  because it is  relatively com­
petitive. I t  provides wide access and is an established product. The compa­
ny plans to take choice to the next level and develop a whole new genera­
tion of affordable product offerings that wi l l  empower members to make 
informed choices regarding their benefits, health care providers and the 
services they receive. 
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Burchett: The Central GBU was faced with a tremendous challenge 
when we reorganized into the GBU structure. The old Central and West 
Coast regions grew up with different approaches, particularly on the med­
ical side. We continue to work toward bringing consistency to how we do 
things across the GBU. 
Handling our significant growth also has been a challenge because of 
the increased demand on service. Providing our members with the service 
they want has been a strain, despite the fact that we have doubled the size 
of the Tampa call center to 200 employees from 100 just two years ago. 
Davidson: We continue to see resistance to managed care in Palm Beach 
and north of Broward. A year and a half ago we reconstructed our OB/GYN 
network and now we are creating new arrangements with cardiologists, 
orthopedists and oncologists. We're also taking a variable approach with our 
primary care physicians (PCPs) requiring those who are unnecessarily refer­
ring to specialists to move to a fee-for-service reimbursement structure. 
Brodsky: Our industry is under siege. When we look at how industries 
are seen, we are not up there with Disney. The managed care industry is at 
or near the bottom of the l ist. Furthermore, industry cha l lenges wi l l  
increase significantly because there is an election next November. The 
chal lenges wi l l  come from those who have historical ly been our foes as wel l  
a s  those who have h istorica l ly been our friends. 
In  the North GBU, first, we must protect our market share in those 
counties where we have a significant presence and continue "hammering 
away" in those areas where we have significant growth potential .  Second, 
we have to continue our focus on managing our health care costs while 
ensuring acceptable access. We wi l l  see activity both in the areas of spe­
cialty care and drug expenses. Final ly, with the increasing volati l ity and risk 
in the Medicare+Choice market, we must closely monitor our activity to 
ensure effectiveness and compliance. 
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Q U ESTI O N :  What are your GBU'6 Davidson: In the South GBU our goals are growth, profit and improved 
member service. Plan is showing a 5 percent growth in membership, but I 
think we will come in around 8 percent. The market has consolidated, so 
we have an opportunity to pick up good business. Agents see us as stable, 
with a good network. They know we are an honorable company. But we 
Q U ESTI O N :  
top three goal6 tor the 
year 2000 and how 
do you plan to 
achieve them? 
have to shed our image as being bureaucratic and hard to do business 
with. As for profitability, the re-contracting we are doing with physicians 
will cut out waste and unnecessary expense. 
Burchett: We need to retain good business, grow profitably and 
improve our Medicare G More performance. We have had unbelievable 
growth in Medicare G More - a 25,000 net gain of members or 2 1/2 times 
plan. But in 1999 the product was not profitable. We have had to add a 
premium and make benefit changes in the seven counties where we offer 
Medicare G More. It is too early to tell what the fallout is from those 
changes. We are just now starting to see sales results for January, but have 
not yet seen terminations. We do expect to lose significant membership in 
Pasco County where a $50 monthly premium is being coupled with a sub­
stantial network change. 
Our growth in 1999 put a lot of pressure on Operations. We need to 
improve member service. In the areas where we are increasing our business, 
we also need the right kind of providers and type of service to meet members' 
needs. Sales and medical have to work together to improve our networks. 
Brodsky: We are looking at a net gain of more than 12 , 000 contracts 
for 2000. A healthy component of that membership increase will come 
from Medicare G More, but we also continue our focus on the small- to 
medium-sized business. Our market share and profitability goals greatly 
depend on achieving our third goal, which is organizational effectiveness. 
We must realize the benefits of the various Business Transformation initia­
tives - re-contracting, product simplification and VO. 
How can employee6 Davidson: Everything we do - from sales, to medical cost management, 
help reach tho6e goal6? to  member service - involves teamwork. People need to understand how 
their role supports our members and contributes to our success. 
Brodsky: The organization redesign work we implemented three years 
ago that created the GBU structure served to give employees a clear line of 
sight between what we are doing and the customer. As a group we must 
respect our colleagues, value our work force, bring high integrity and hon­
esty to our work, continue to learn and improve and embrace diversity in 
every way. If we act on those values, we will look and behave differently. 
Burchett: Our employees have to be dedicated to getting the job done, 
so that members feel they are getting value for their dollar. We have a ter­
rific staff of dedicated, caring people. Together, we can do it. GI 
Q U EST I O N :  What i6 your GBU 
doing today that will 
help U6 prepare tor 
the tuture? 
TEC H N O LO G Y 
Clearly, to be competitive in the future, 
we must continue our investment in 
technology. Virtual Office is just the tip 
of the iceberg. 
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of service. Too often our members are put on hold or given at 
phone number to call to get their answer. As customers recei, 
ice from other industries, they will be less inclined to accept I 
service from their health care plan. Those health plans that pt 
customer service will be light years ahead of the others and B 
the vanguard. Also, we have to make our products and servio 
and product simplification are key initiatives to help us do th, 
Brodsky: We have to understand what creates value for 
deliver on that. We can't just be an intermediary. We have g 
more than satisfaction. If members are just satisfied, they w 
a better deal. We need to create loyalty. You can't have loya 
satisfaction. But you can have satisfaction without loyalty. T 
How do we create loyalty? Loyalty comes through honesty, c 
and providing a high level of service. We will need to provid 
ating value - not one that just anybody can offer. We say tr 
is that what our behavior is communicating? As a company, 
"live" our values. 
Brodsky: From a market development perspective, we h 
the North GBU into discreet markets, identified product pref 
those areas and our pricing targets so we can develop the c 
support that product. 
Burchett: We want to sell the right products to the right 
through the right channels. So, in the Central GBU, we are ta 
our distribution channels and how we sell our products. 
As a company, I think we all agree that our Business Tran 
tiatives are key to preparing for the future. Late in 2000 we , 
rolling out Virtual Office Release 2.3 .2 .  This online claims adj 
process is a critical capability. 
Davidson: Certainly, VO is our step into the future - a d 
VO will significantly reduce costs, make information easily a1 
help develop closer relationships with providers. 
In south Florida we also are changing relationships with < 
in ways that will provide better care for our members. For e: 
other specialists, orthopedists in our network are not capital 
aren't paid a set fee for each member). They are paid on a fe 
basis. But we are augmenting their services by providing tee! 
to them, making sure they are using best practices. We don't 
treatment decision is in the hands of the physician. It is mori 
approach, rather than a "mother may I" approach. 
Brodsky: In the North GBU, we are continuing to improve 
tionships in a very difficult environment. Nevertheless, there i 
ference between being the best of the bad guys vs. being somE 
physicians want to do business with. Right now we seem to be 
Our care management teams and illness and disease man 
ities together with a growing Virtual Office presence provide 
of service and benefit to our members and providers, while r 
cost of care in a responsible manner. 
We also have come through hospital re-contracting with r 
changes and with contractual arrangements that will enable 
competitively priced and will potentially enhance earnings. 
In north Florida we enjoy a very good market share posit1 
to retain that business. We have been able to retain a high p, 
our business over the past few years. 
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CENTRAL BUSINESS UNIT 
Q U EST!  0 N :  What attribute6 will 
health care plan6 
need to 6ucceMbully 
compete in the 
buture? 
E R N I E  B RODSKY 
NORTH BUSINESS UNIT 
major markets, with a few niche players. 
Looking out IO years - that scares me - what with regulatory require­
ments and the legis lative cl imate. A number of our national competitors are 
bail ing out of segments l ike Medicare risk and smal l  groups because of regu­
lation and cost. 
Davidson: Employers will no longer pay as much for health care benefits 
and they wi l l  move to a defined contribution approach. That's where each 
employee receives so many dol lars per month and uses the money to pur­
chase their health care plan. Some large employers already offer employees 
a choice of two or three plans. With a defined contribution approach, health 
care plans wil l  have to compete for every employee, marketing to the indi­
vidual rather than the employer. 
Burchett: If we are not a l lowed to offer good basic coverage without the 
bells and whistles, many small businesses may no longer be able to provide 
health benefits. Florida has more mandated benefits and mandated 
providers than any other state, and these mandates are driving up costs. I f  
special interest groups continue to  be  successful i n  having additional bene­
fits mandated, it could create pressure for a single payor system - one 
national health care system l ike Medicare. 
Burchett: We are going to have to be very flexible and adaptable, par­
ticularly in the way we approach certain segments of the market. National 
competitors can pull out of a segment and go on with their business. Florida 
is our only market and we have to find a way to make ourselves avai lable to 
a l l  segments of the population to succeed. 
Davidson: We wi l l  need to uti l ize e-commerce, be nimble with our infor­
mation systems and able to use information to help provide excellent indi­
vidual member service. 
Brodsky: Clearly, to be competitive in the future, we must continue our 
investment in technology. Virtual Office (VO), for example, is just the tip of 
the iceberg. 
Davidson: In my personal encounters with service companies I use, I 
always get the answer I need when I call customer service - even on a 
Sunday. Currently we (and our industry competitors) don't provide that type 
•) 
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��Wi th increased government 
regulation and intervention 
in the managed care industry, 
our diversified lines put us in 
a better position to survive as 
a company. " 
- WAlJER UPJAK 
VICE PRESIDENT OF DIVERSIFIED BUSINESS AND PRESIDENT OF 
FLORIDA COMBINED LIFE AND COMP OPTIONS 
i&,\C9)MPANIES DO IT. EVEN MCDONALD'S 
offli:. Expanding product l ines to provide a 
wider range of offerings to customers is becom­
ing more and more mainstream. Today, you can 
purchase securities through your banker, drop 
of
i;:1.
cleaning at the grocery store and 
ge hrough your ATM.  
Diversification is more than a way to  provide 
customers with multiple products through one 
nvenient outlet, it 's the way smart companies 
�olstering their bottom l ines and spreading 
their risk. 
Not surprisingly, Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida is providing much more than health 
care products. Workers' compensation insur­
ance, dental products, l i fe insurance and admin­
istering programs for the federal government are 
just some ways the company is diversifying its 
traditional product l ines. 
"Beside serving customers better and provid­
ing a profit to our parent company (BCBSF) ,  our 
diversified l ines of business position the compa­
ny so we are not solely reliant on health care 
products," explains Walter Liptak, vice president 
of Diversified Business and president of Florida 
CONTINUCD  ON NEXT PAGE 
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Combined Life and Comp Options. "With increased 
government regulation and intervention in the 
managed care industry, our diversified lines put 
us in a better position to survive as a company." 
Florida Combined Life (FCL) was established as 
a wholly-owned subsidiary of BCBSF in 1988. Its 
mission was to provide ancillary products, such as 
life, disability and other pre-tax programs, to our 
existing group members. BCBSF created FCL 
because the company was not permitted to sell 
life insurance under Blue Cross Blue Shield 
Association regulations. 
"Our purpose was to develop deeper relation­
ships with our group customers by providing more 
product offerings," says Liptak. 'This enhances 
relationships with our customers and hopefully, 
makes them more loyal. In addition, we were able 
to develop new capabilities and provide new 
opportunities for employees to gain experience in 
other lines of business." 
Today, FCL provides four primary product lines: 
workers' compensation; group life and disability 
insurance; dental insurance; and long-term care, all 
of which are now sold on a stand-alone basis in 
addition to being sold as an ancillary product along 
with health care. The company currently has $70 
million in total direct revenue, with a goal of 
increasing each line of business to generate a total 
of $200 million in direct revenue by 2003-
That may sound like a lofty goal, but the growth 
rate in these lines shows signs of promise. Dental is 
now the second-most requested employee benefit 
after health care, according to Charles Brody, vice 
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Dental is now the 
second-most requested 
employee benefit after 
health care . An 
Associated Press news 
article reports that the 
percentage of companies 
providing dental benefits 
rose to 54 percent this 
year from 49 percent lll 
1 998 . However, only 
60 percent of Florida's 
residents actually have 
dental insurance . 
president of the Dental Division for FCL. An 
Associated Press news article reports that the per­
centage of companies providing dental benefits 
rose to 54 percent this year from 49 percent in 
1998. However, only 60 percent of Florida's resi­
dents actually have dental insurance. 
"We have a real opportunity in front of us," 
says Brody, "And we are in a great position to 
leverage our existing sales network which already 
has relationships with our health care members. " 
BCBSF has sold dental as an ancillary benefit to 
health care since 1983- It was priced and sold as an 
additional benefit. With the growth in this market, 
the company decided to separate Dental in 1997 
and make it a stand-alone division under FCL. 
In addition to the Dental Assistance Plan it had 
offered for years, FCL now offers Blue Dental 
Choice, a PPO; Blue Dental Care, a prepaid plan; and 
Blue Dental Classic, a traditional indemnity product. 
Although Dental uses BCBSF's existing sales net­
work, the division is currently hiring dental sales 
representatives to work with agents to sell dental 
products to customers who are not BCBSF members. 
"We expect our PPO (Blue Dental Choice) to 
generate about So percent of our business. We are 
working to develop a comprehensive network -
we have about 2,800 dentists in our network now 
and plan to have 3,500 by the end of the year." 
Liptak also sees opportunity for increasing 
sales of our long-term care product. FCL began 
selling life and disability insurance to employer 
group customers in 1988 and the premium base 
has grown to over $40 million, establishing FCL as 
one of the leading companies for group life insur­
ance in the state. 
Today, long-term care is typically sold as an 
indemnity product to our customers who have 
our Over 65 health care products. FCL is currently 
developing a "career agency organization" that 
will start in Jacksonville before rolling out 
statewide which will sell our long-term care 
products as a stand-alone product. 
"The product lines are moving toward man­
aged care which fits neatly into BCBSF's primary 
capability within the Florida market," explains 
Liptak. Long-term care through FCL will be avail­
able to BCBSF employees and their families 
beginning in second-quarter 2000. 
With the tum ou the 
century, our eye6 can­
not help but uocu6 on 
the buture. The health 
care indu6try uace6 
challenge6 brought on 
by ever- increa?:iing gov­
ernment  regulation, 
heightened competi­
tion  and a technologi­
cal revolution that wil l  
uorce companie6 to 
operate in a va6tly dib­
uerent environment. 
Perspectives Mt  
down with the leadero 
ob each Geographic 
Bu?:iineM Un it (GBU) -
[mie Brod?:iky, North: 
Pete Burchett. Centra l: 
and Bruce Dauid6on. 
South - to di6CUM 
what the buture may 
hold bor the health 
care indu6try and 
what each GBU i6 
doing to compete in 
the year 2000 and 
beyond. 
Q U EST I O N :  Look into your cry6tal Brodsky: In 10 years, the industry could be completely d 
ball. What do you People will still need care, but that care might not necessaril 
predict the health on, physical intervention. It could be technological, like diag 
care market will be treatment (even surgery) from a remote place. The whole wa 
like in 1 0  year6? erect will become more efficient. 
Davidson: Health care companies will focus more on bac 
taring of providers. We will be counseling and advising them 
getting involved up front in activities like pre-authorization , 
cation. Also, medical quality will be measured more effectivE 
sumers will have much more information about the quality o 
care. Hospital outcomes for open heart surgery and infectior 
available now. They are just not readily available to the publ 
heart condition, I would want to make sure that my physicia1 
had the very best records for treating heart patients. Most ol 
tion will be on the Internet, and it will influence who we selE 
providers and how we market our network. Also, most comrr 
with employer groups and members will be done over the In 
Brodsky: No doubt, e-commerce capabilities will be a si� 
dimension of the health care industry. The Internet has an in 
for economy, efficiency and understanding - not just selling 
in dealing with education, monitoring and even care manage 
taring vital signs like heart rate, symptoms and conditions. 
Q U EST !  0 N :  What about trom a Burchett: In the near future, we will see more of what w 
competitive 6tandpoint? recently - consolidation - the reduction in our major comp 
Where do you 6ee the through acquisition. There will be two or three competitors i 
indut.try going? 
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aditional retirement pension, 
access until you are age 55, the 
>Ian is portable. Once vested, an 
1ke the benefit as a lump sum 
she leaves the company. The 
= rolled over to a qualified plan or 
1e individual can have greater 
1e retirement fund. 
:e employees to take greater con­
·ement, each of the pension plans 
401(k) plan."  noted Labian. 
retirement options provide corn­
s to help our employees prepare 
ncial future. " 
March, extensive educational ses­
d statewide, led by licensed finan­
·rsonalized retirement planning 
to employees to help them make 
ision. 
T I ME  O F F 
1lance work and life, the company 
from the current system for vaca­
nd paid personal time off. In 
company will combine paid per­
vacation and the two floating 
>ool of paid time off. 
1ave said they want us to give 
)nsibility for determining how to 
rr. They know what work has to be 
ys. 'With this 'bucket of time,' it 
ployees and the manager to work 
: that works best for the employee 
1ent. " 
S S I O � L  � 
L O P MEN 
Jevelopment is critical to each of 
diverse as we are as a group. 
ct seminars. Others take in-house 
II in "BCBSF University" on the 
night be pursuing a college degree. 
· rolled out its Education 
ram in 1999 that links tuition 
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reimbursement to a professional development 
plan aligning personal and corporate objectives. 
We benefit from the company's investment in 
our education, and the company benefits from 
having employees better educated in a program 
that supports our business needs. 
Reimbursement is based on state tuition fees 
according to the grade earned: 100 percent for 
an A or B; So percent for a C. 
Under the new program, Orr says, we'll work 
with managers to establish performance objec­
tives for employees and lay out a professional 
development plan. As the business evolves, new 
competencies will be required. For example, with 
Business Transformation, the company will 
need to re-deploy and re-develop many 
of us in new competencies and skills. 
BCBSF's long-standing Management 
Development Program - MD I ,  II and Ill -
has been streamlined and overhauled to 
reflect the needs of the new workforce, says 
George Cassady, vice president of Organization 
Development G Planning. All officers have par­
ticipated in Phase I of a new Leadership 
Development Program, which rolled out in 
October. Managing and leading require different 
skills, but both are important. 
" In  our company you can't separate the two, " 
Cassady says. "But there is a difference, and it's 
extremely important for management to under­
stand when they're in the manager role and 
when they're in a leadership role. " 
Managers bring order through planning, prob­
lem solving, staffing and organizing. Those are 
activities that can be delegated. Leaders set direc­
tion and align people behind the vision and direc­
tion of the company, which can't be delegated. 
"The leader can share them, but he or she has 
to actively behave that leadership role out,'' he 
says. 'They have to make it real for employees, 
so it's tangible to them. " 
The old MD program focused on management, 
leadership, communication, problem solving and 
goal setting. The new program covers those but 
emphasizes leadership and business knowledge 
through updated modules. The modules and new 
delivery techniques will streamline the program as 
it rolls out to managers. 
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D E P E N D E N T CA R E , 
L O N G -T E R M  C A R E 
In the past, BCBSF offices were too spread out 
to provide cost-effective child and elder care pro­
grams. With the new Deerwood campus in 
Jacksonville and growth throughout the GBUs, the 
company is now able to proceed with development 
of a comprehensive dependent care program. 
"Our Jacksonville-based employees have more 
than 1,600 children under the age of five - and 
we have 2,200 corporate-wide,'' Labian says. 
"With a better understanding of our employee 
demographics, our plans are to implement a pilot 
dependent care program within the next year. " 
In addition, the company will be offering 
employees long-term care insurance this year. 
� 0 K I N G  
A H EAD  
There's more in store. Orr says we'll see more 
automation in delivery of benefits, such as using 
the Intranet to update benefit selection during 
open enrollment, change of address, marital status 
or number of dependents. The company is also 
examining expansion of alternative work arrange­
ments that have done well in pilot programming, 
such as telecommuting and job-sharing. 
The changes the company experienced in the 
last decade emphasized structure and process, 
according to Cassady. And they formed the foun­
dation for our work in the new millennium. 
"We're not just focused on the technical 
aspect. The people are what cause it to happen," 
Cassady says. "When our senior leaders deliber­
ate on these change initiatives - whether for 
training, education, tools, technology or benefits 
- part of the analysis is thinking through their 
implications for our human systems. We rely on 
our people to take care of our members. As our 
President and CEO Mike Cascone says, we're a 
'customer first' business. " 
And on page two of this issue, President and 
CEO Mike Cascone names the No. 1 asset of our 
customer-first business: "our employees. " ;; 
t�f ED I -C-AR-E 
Di vers i fi e d  S ervi c e  Opti on s 
LAU N.CHE S  TWO NEW C OMPAN.lE S 
BCBSF also diversifies through Diversified 
Service Options, Inc, (DSO) a wholly owned sub­
sidiary created to hold BCBSF's traditional 
Medicare business. DSO presently owns 100 per­
cent of First Coast Service Options, Inc. (FCSO) 
and 50 percent of TriCenturion, LLC (TriC). 
FCSO, a for-profit, Florida corporation, began 
operating Jan. 1, 1999. The company focuses on 
the administration of the traditional Medicare 
program. FCSO is Florida's primary Medicare 
carrier for Medicare Part B, serves as a Medicare 
Part A fiscal intermediary and performs a wide 
variety of systems maintenance and support 
services for the federal government and other 
Medicare contractors. 
FCSO processes almost 56 million Medicare 
claims a year, responds to more than 2.5 million 
customer inquiries and issues approximately 
$9 billion in Medicare benefits to providers and 
beneficiaries. The company was recognized 
recently for its innovative outreach and educa­
tional programs and for its program safeguard 
activities which help maintain the integrity of 
the Medicare program. FCSO was nominated for 
the Hammer Award, which is presented by the 
Vice President of the United States for achieve­
ments in reinventing government. 
In 1999 FCSO won several new contracts to 
perform systems work for the Health Care 
Financing Administration (HCFA) and TRW, an 
international systems firm. This new business 
contributed significantly to DSO's consolidated 
net income of more than $2 million for 1999 and 
helped expand the company's customer base. 
TriC, a for-profit Delaware corporation. is 
owned equally by DSO and the South Carolina 
Plan's traditional Medicare subsidiary. The com­
pany, created to pursue Medicare Integrity 
Program contracts, was selected by the federal 
government in May 1999 to be one of 13 compa­
nies nationwide focusing on combating Medicare 
fraud, waste and abuse. TriC won its first con­
tract in November 1999 and plans to actively 
pursue additional contracts in 2000. 
"DSO had a very good first year,'' says Curtis 
Lord, President and CEO of DSO and FCSO. "Our 
employees met the start-up challenges of both 
FCSO and TriC and made 1999 a year of which we 
are extremely proud," says Lord. "We still have a 
lot to learn and experience in our transition to a 
for-profit, growth-oriented company" explains 
Lord. "Our goal,'' he adds, "is to continue to be a 
good investment for our owner. BCBSF. " 
Selecting the appropriate lines of business for 
diversification requires a keen eye for capitalizing 
on a company's existing strengths. In 1993, Florida 
passed a law requiring businesses to offer a man­
aged care arrangement in their worker's comp pro­
grams effective in 1997. 
"Blue Cross Blue Shield of Florida knows how to 
build provider networks, " says Gary Myers, vice pres­
ident of Workers' Compensation, "so it made sense 
for us to enter the workers' comp market when the 
law requiring businesses to provide a managed care 
option was passed. " Large group customers were also 
asking for the product, according to Myers. 
The company began offering workers comp 
products to companies in 1997 through two wholly 
owned subsidiaries: Integrated Administrators (IA), 
which serves the needs of self- insured companies; 
and Comp Options, which provides administrative 
services only (ASO) to fully-insured companies. 
Comp Options currently has more than 900 cus­
tomers and names like Wal-Mart, Royal Caribbean 
and Miami Beaches Mt. Sinai Medical Center are 
among some of IA's largest customers. IA has 
grown from covering 6,000 covered lives in 1997 
to 95,000 by year-end 1999. 
'Wal-Mart is an example of our ultimate strategy 
- to strengthen relationships we currently have with 
our large health care customers,'' explains Myers. 
Workers' Comp is continuing to work with BCBSF's 
National Accounts division to develop additional 
relationships with existing large group customers. 
Leveraging relationships with existing members 
to cross-sell additional products is a trend that 
Myers predicts will be more prevalent in the future. 
"l foresee a time when customers will be able to call 
one BCBSF sales person who will be able to sell all 
of our products - health care, workers' comp, 
short-term disability, dental - to meet all of a cus­
tomer's health care needs," says Myers. "This would 
provide our customers with great convenience and 
protect them from excessive costs. " 
Liptak agrees. 'We see a possibility of integrating 
certain lines of business," he says. ''By combining our 
disability, workers' comp and health care products, 
we could provide '24-hour coverage' at a reasonable 
price to our customers. By selling these products as 
a package, they could be combined into one single 
packaged offering. " This is still in the developmental 
stage, but Liptak is encouraged. 
"In time, with technology and regulatory 
changes, this type of integration will be possible 
and we will be in a good position to provide this 
kind of one-stop-shopping. " ;; 
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AR 2000 PROMISES TO BE A PIVOTAL YEAR FOR VIRTUAL 
Office (VO) and Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida (BCBSF). Building on the successes of 
1999, VO is poised to deliver capabilities this year 
that will truly change the way we interact with 
our providers and members. 
VO - the largest initiative ever undertaken by 
BCBSF - combines state-of-the-art technology 
with improved processes. Through VO, BCBSF is 
placing information and capabilities directly in 
providers' offices so they have instant access to 
the information they need when they need it. The 
company is also simplifying and streamlining 
administrative processes, making it easier for 
providers to care for our members. These capabil­
ities are being rolled out in a series of "releases," 
each of which builds on previous deliveries. 
"VO is already beginning to deliver on its 
promise of transforming the way we do business, "  
says Dudley Mendheim, senior vice president of 
Capability Development. "We're seeing improve­
ments in our relationships with providers, the 
efficiency of our operations, and our members' 
health care experience." 
1999 Brings Major Successes 
During 1999, the VO team achieved its most 
significant successes to date. A major milestone 
was reached with the October rollout of Release 
2.3-1 in the North and South Geographic Business 
Units. Release 2.3.1 provides a higher level of eli­
gibility, benefit and medical clearance informa­
tion and gives VO providers a single-point-of-con­
tact at BCBSF. 
Recruitment 
culturally diverse. Now we're also generationally diverse with the baby 
boomers and the new generation of workers. As we meet the changing 
needs of our workforce, we want to sustain performance but we also 
recognize the importance of helping employees balance work and life." 
One of the keys is a comprehensive benefits package that offers 
flexibility to help attract new employees and retain current ones. 
Recruitment and retention are critical to success because we - the 
employees making everyday decisions on the job - are the company. 
"This is a customer-focused business," says Kathy Orr, vice president of 
Human Resources Program Development and Consulting. "We can auto­
mate certain processes but it comes down to how we care for our mem­
bers and knowing how to deliver that care. Doing that can't be auto­
mated - it requires a workforce of caring, capable people." 
The 3.2 percent unemployment rate makes the job market 
extremely competitive, so finding and keeping good people is more 
challenging than ever. 
and retention are And we're not cheap to replace. National studies show that turnover costs range from 75 percent to 150 percent of an 
employee's salary, depending on the position. So a compre­
hensive benefits package, which costs an additional 38 per­
cent to 40 percent of our pay, can be very cost efficient. 
critical to success 
because we - the 
employees making 
everyday decisions 
on the j ob - are 
This year the company will roll out new benefits that 
reflect the complex mix of our needs, wants and expecta­
tions. But addressing our needs and expectations requires a 
thorough understanding of who we are. 
"Research can give you the insight you need to anticipate 
the needs of our employees before they even know what those 
needs might be, " says Orr. "It's much like the minivan. No one told the company. Chrysler, 'What I want is a minivan.' They said, 'I don't want to drive 
this big van around, but I need more than the old station wagon.' Chrysler 
created the minivan - and everyone said, That's it ! "' 
Working with employee focus groups, Human Resources designed our new 
benefits program based on its efforts to understand our diverse workforce. 
'The new generation of employees works hard, but they also value balance 
between their personal lives and work," Orr says. 'They are more mobile and 
more interested in being rewarded for the risks they take. The baby boomers 
tend to seek stability and long-term employment with a company. 
"Employees have been telling us they want more flexibility, choice and 
shared accountability for their benefits decisions. Our new package does that." 
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REWARD 
& RECOGNITi i  
The "total reward" concept ext 
pay and benefits to include recogr 
environment and employee develc 
Recognition by managers and c 
a job well done is also important , 
tributes to job satisfaction. Forma 
programs reward good work or an 
more immediately than a merit inc 
incentive bonus. They may entail , 
appreciation, a certificate of awari 
small gift, such as movie tickets, b 
tion itself is the important factor. 
In late 1999, a new portable pe 
called a pension equity plan and a 
401(k) was introduced for employe 
company on or after Oct. 1, 1999. l 
ment plan options give employees 
and flexibility in planning for retir 
first half of 2000, employees who · 
the company prior to Oct. 1, 1999, 
the option of choosing between th 
sion and 401(k) plan and the new c 
"Our current pension plan is wI 
our employees who have been her 
But many of our new workers are 
Labian says. 'These employees tell 
want retirement benefits that are : 
easy to understand. And, many err 
told us they want better matches i 
plan and more flexibility and pers< 
over their retirement investments. 
'We have not terminated the pe 
There is still only one pension plan 
by the company," says Labian. "The 
introduces a new benefit formula tc 
sion benefits. The formula is easier 
and employees can calculate the va 
efit at any time, using a simple met� 
the traditional pension, the pension 
final average pay to calculate the bE 
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for you 
THE PAY WE RECEIVE FOR THE WORK WE DO HAS ALWAYS BEEN, AND WILL CONTINUE TO BE, AN 
important factor in our job satisfaction. But there's more to our needs, 
wants and expectations. 
Both company-based and national research shows that paychecks are 
only one factor in attracting and keeping top-notch employees. Recognition 
that our personal l i fe doesn 't turn off when we walk  through the door is cru­
cial to recruitment and retention. As baby boomers struggle with the 
demands of work, chi ldren and aging parents, they are shifting their focus 
from the career ladder and placing much more value on the benefits that 
help them balance work and fami ly. Along with the needs of the boomers 
comes a younger generation that has always l ived with - indeed counts on -
change. Also in the mix are single parents, traditional fami lies, singles and 
young marrieds without chi ldren, and empty nesters. In short, company ben­
efit packages of the 1950s - or even the 1980s - have l i ttle draw for today's 
d iverse workforce. 
Recognizing that, and building on our reputation as one of the best 
employers in the state, BCBSF is rol l ing out a benefits package with new pro­
grams and enhancements. 
"We've always been a diverse company, " says Paula Labian, senior proj­
ect manager of Employee Benefits Program Development. "Before we were 
Provider focus teams (PFTs) are VO 
providers' single -p oint- of- contact at 
BCBSF. These teams are comprised of 
provider liaisons, provider liaison 
support representatives and medical 
specialists. VO providers simply call 
their PFT when they have questions or 
problems, and members of the team 
resolve the issues for them. 
Th e major accompli6hment6 
reached during 1 999 bring the VO team 
clo6er to rea l izing their moM ambitiou6 
and chal lenging goa l  tor the year 2000 
- rol lout ot Relea6e 2 .3 . 2 - VO 't, onl ine 
HMO cla im6 proceMing and payment 
capabi l itie6. The goal i6 to complete 
the de6 ign and bui ld pha6e ot Relea6e 
2.3. 2 and rol l  the relea6e out in the 
Southern GBU by the end ot the year. 
According to Haley, 6ucceMtul 
development and implementation ot 
our onl ine HMO claim6 adjudication 
capabil i ty wil l "put U6 on the map. " 
"We 're turther a long in the develop­
ment ot th i6 capabi l ity than any 
in6urer in the country, ·· 6ay6 Haley. 
"Th i6 capabi l i ty wil l detinitely ditter­
entiate U6 tram the competition . .. 
"Del ivering this release to the market was an enormous undertaking, but 
it  was achieved on time and on budget,"  says Pat Haley, vice president of VO 
implementation. 
With this release, providers have access to patient-specific information, 
including: 
• Patients' benefit description 
• Copay amounts 
• Pre-existing waiting periods 
• Medical clearance processing 
• Unpaid deductible amounts 
• Out-of-pocket (OOP) maximums along with the total OOP expenses 
paid by patients. 
With implementation of Release 2. 3 - 1 ,  VO providers were assigned a spe­
cific  provider focus team (PFT) that is their single-point-of-contact at BCBSF. 
These teams are comprised of provider l iaisons, provider l iaison support 
representatives and medical special ists. VO providers simply cal l  their PFT 
when they have questions or problems, and members of the team resolve 
the issues for them. 
"We're combining technological capabil it ies with the PFT concept to cre­
ate 'high-touch, high-tech' relationships with providers , "  says John Slattery, 
VO project consultant. 
In addition to the successful rollout of Release 2 .3 - 1 ,  the VO team 
achieved another major success by exceeding goals for the number of 
providers and hospitals using VO. By the end of the year, 710 provider sites 
including 83 hospitals and more than 5,000 physicians were using VO. 
"We're very impressed with the numbers , "  says Haley. "This dramatic 
increase exceeded even our most optimistic projections . "  
Looking Ahead 
The major accomplishments reached during 1999 bring the VO team clos­
er to real izing their most ambitious and chal lenging goal for the year 2000 -
rollout of Release 2 .3 .2  - VO's online HMO claims processing and payment 
capabi l i ties. The goal  is to complete the design and build phase of Release 
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provider satisfaction with VO. "An overwhelming 
majority told us they were very satisfied with VO, " 
2. 3,2 and roll the release out in the Southern 
GBU by the end of the year. 
The dramatic increase in the number of sites 
using Virtual Office (VO) means that more of our 
hospitals and providers are discovering the bene­
fits of interacting with Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida (BCBSF) in a new and different way. 
says Pat Haley, vice president of VO implementa- According to Haley, successful development 
tion. "They also tell us they're looking forward to and implementation of our online HMO claims 
more capabilities." In 2000, the delivery of HMO adjudication capability will put us on the map. 
"VO is such a time saver for everything we do 
in the office," says Linda Swetz, practice manager 
at the Family Care Center of Arlington. 
claims combined with existing capabilities will lead 'We're further along in the development of 
One of the aspects of VO that Swetz appreci­
ates most is the improved interaction with BCBSF 
through our provider focus teams. BCBSF has the 
best provider reps of any insurance company, " 
says Swetz. "When we call with questions, we 
know we'll get an answer. If they don't know 
the answer, they'll find out and call us back." 
Gauging Provider Satisfaction 
To ensure that we're meeting our VO 
providers' needs, user groups are held at vari­
ous locations throughout the state. During 
these meetings, office staff are asked what's 
working for them and how we can improve 
VO. Their input is used to design modifica­
tions to VO. 
"They have empowered us to be a part of 
decisions about VO," says Swetz. "They ask 
about problems we're having and how we 
think VO can be improved. They listen to us 
and work on our suggestions." 
In addition to the user group meetings, 15 
surveys were conducted last year to assess 
to increased usage and provider satisfaction. 
Even though VO is still in the developmental 
stage, Swetz gives it high marks. "On a scale of 
one to 10, BCBSF is a 10 - absolutely the best,'' 
says Swetz. "BCBSF is so much further ahead than 
any other insurance company. " 
Currently, providen have two way6 ou connecting with 
Virtua l  OUUice (VO). They can connect through our 6ecured 
i nternal  Intranet web 6/te or integrate VO with their practice 
management 6y6tem wutware. Mo6t provider6 are con nected 
through the in tranet web. 
To make it even ea6ier uor providen to u6e VO, the VO 
team i6 working to develop alternative method6 ou connecting 
to VO. 
"We 're exploring bu6ineM aLL iance6 that would al low U6 to 
ouber provider6 a variety ou option6 to connect with VO, " 6ay6 
Pat Haley, vice pre6ident ou VO implementation. 'Then they can choo6e the 
method that make6 the mo6t tien6e uor them and their butiineM. " 
Other connection optionti u nder contiideration include acceM via the 
public Internet and development ou an interuace engine that wil l a llow 
provider6 to tran6mit to VO th rough a public electronic clearing hou6e. 
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this capability than any insurer in the country," 
says Haley. 'This capability will definitely differ­
entiate us from the competition. " 
Slattery agrees. "Although other insurers are 
developing technological capabilities, no one is 
packaging it the way we are," he says. 
Other goals for 2000 include implementing 
release 2.3-1 in the Central GBU during the sec­
ond quarter and increasing the number of 
providers and hospitals using VO. The target is 
to have 7,400 physicians and 140 hospitals con­
nected to VO by year's end. 
"We expect to conduct 7 to 8 percent of our 
interactions with providers and hospitals 
through VO by the end of the year," says Haley. 
"We'll be on the cutting edge of health care tech­
nology and heads above anything offered by our 
competitors here in Florida." ;; 
E R  
Release 1 - Provided basic eligibility and bene­
fit information and medical clearances to a lim­
ited number of provider sites. 
Release 2.1  - Included the same capabilities as 
Release I but gave providers a new way of con­
necting with VO through our secured intranet site. 
Release 2.2 - Delivered capabilities specifical­
ly for the Federal Employee Group. 
Release 2.3 . 1  - Enhanced eligibility, benefit, 
medical clearance and single point of contact 
capabilities. 
Release 2.3.2 - Will add HMO claims process­
ing and payment. 
Additional releases will extend these capabilities 
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HERE, ANP WHAT WE DO TODAY 
will be recorded in 
future history books as the beginning of the new millennium. As a company, 
we want to move forward with a strong member focus that is based upon 
integrity, value and caring solutions. 
We've been preparing for the new millennium in numerous ways for 
many years - from the tremendous work done to address the technical Y2K 
issues to the important work of refining our corporate direction. As we look 
ahead, it is appropriate to acknowledge the significant contributions of all 
our past and present employees. Thousands of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida employees working throughout the past 56 years have led to our cur­
rent success and helped lay the foundation for our future success. 
Last year in our corporate direction work, we focused on clarifying the 
vision for our health business. This work led us to a vision for the new mil­
lennium that says we will be the industry leader by providing affordable 
health care choices to Floridians. Our emphasis going forward will be on 
choice and affordability. In this way, we believe we can continue to provide 
our members with the most value for their health care dollar. 
Choice is what health care for the future is all about. We've listened to 
our members and they have told us they want choices in products, physi­
cians, type of care and information for decision-making. 
The products and service we design for the new millennium must take a 
broader view in terms of affordability and take into account all of the health 
care costs our members pay. These costs include out-of-pocket expenses, 
mandated benefits, the cost for benefits and services not covered under a 
particular policy as well as the premiums they pay us. 
To achieve our vision and provide practical, real-world solutions that will 
meet the diverse and ever-changing needs of our members, we must make 
significant changes - changes in the way we do business, in the way we 
design products, and in how fast we transform our company. 
While change is never easy, our values can help guide us: Members are 
our reason for being; employees are our number one asset; we respect indi­
viduals and value teamwork; continuous learning and improvement are keys 
to our success; and all of our decisions will be based on our ethical stan-
dards of honesty, fairness and integrity. 
I am enthusiastic about the opportunities ahead for our company's con­
tinued growth and success. Working together, I know we can have a positive 
influence on the evolution of our industry. We can help our members live 
confident, healthy lives - goals truly worthy of a new millennium. ;; 
Sincerely, 
M I C HAEL  CAS C O N E . JR. 
PRESIDENT u CEO 
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As a company, we want to 
move forward with a 
strong member focus that 
I is based upon integrity, 
value and 
caring solutions . 
G EO R G E  VAN CO R E  
DIRECTOR, YEAR 2000 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT OFFICE, JACKSONVILLE 
The new millennium will be a time of turmoil and confusion in the 
health care industry. Legislative mandates, competitive pressure and rapid­
ly changing market conditions will dramatically affect the way health care 
and member service is delivered throughout the state. 
BCBSF will become a much more customer-focused and market-driven 
company that is challenged by the increasing demands for supporting new 
ways of doing business. Our members will begin to recognize that BCBSF is 
a valued corporate and community citizen that strives to increase member 
value and improve the health care experience. We will continue to grow 
within our respective markets and become a significant player in influenc­
ing the positive outcomes of valued health care legislation. 
DEN I S E  M I N EO 
MANAGER OF MARKET DEVELOPMENT, CENTRAL GBU SALES, TAMPA 
I predict extraordinary success for BCBSF in the new millennium. The 
backbone of the BCBSF promise is our people. I believe in the employees I 
work with and in their commitment to improving the performance of the 
company. With that in mind, we can't help but continue to be successful. 
RONA LEVITT. R . N . 
MANAGER, WELLNESS/HEALTH EDUCATION, MIAMI 
It would be presumptuous of me to think I could "predict" the future with 
any degree of certainty. I choose, therefore, to share some thoughts as we 
begin the millennium journey. Our foray into cutting-edge technology gives us 
the hope that we will continue to maintain our place as a trend-setting com­
pany, committed to the delivery of high quality care and service. I would ask 
us, however, to remember that meeting the customer promise and accom­
plishing our goals require interpersonal skills as much as technical expertise. 
The 21st century will see a further integration of wellness, preventive 
and disease management programs. I am encouraged by the strides we have 
made to embrace this more holistic strategy throughout the continuum o.f 
care we deliver. 
Lastly, I would ask that we all have more fun. Humor is paramount to get­
ting through these challenging times. A hearty laugh is contagious and a giggle 
is good for the soul, so do something nice for a colleague and pass on a smile. 
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And a few sharp turns. 
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Whether we're helping you overcome a personal health challenge or simply helping you better understand 
the changing nature of healthcare in Florida, you can rest assured with Blue Cross and Blue Shield. 
What if you d i d n 't have to worry about healthcare? 
www.bcbsfl .com 
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